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There's something undeniably cool about skateboarding, from its rebellious attitude to its

larger-than-life stars like Tony Hawk and Shaun White. It's fun, it's hip, it's a way of life. There's

a good reason why skateboarding's popularity has soared in the last few decades, and why

offshoots like long-boarding and mountain-boarding are becoming more common. In now days,

lithium battery and compact hub brushless DC motor are offering perfect power solution on

electric skateboards. 6.3kgs electric skate boards will bring you more exciting experience on

skateboarding.
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Why Chose Our RC Electric Skateboards?

You may find various RC Electric Skateboards from different suppliers with different offer

globally. What is different on our RC Electric Skateboards from the other suppliers?

Let’s have a close look on our skateboards on the electric hub motor, lithium battery,

controlling chip, ball bearing, PU Wheels and wireless controller etc.

A. Brushless Electric Hub Motor

Factory self-made DC electric

motors provides professional

power solutions on our electric

skateboards. All the Enameled

Copper Wires and Silicon Sheets

on the electric hub motor stator are

imported from Japan. The cost is

2-3 times higher ordinary electric

motor China domestic made. Much

higher temperature resistant, and

higher power loading capacity on

Japan made Insulation Copper wire. Our hub motor has passed one month endurance test

under 85 Celsius Degree and Relative Humidity 95rh% circumstance on overloading 130%.

This is the most strict electric motor test in the world.

We can check the motor stator quality visually. Just look at the stator coils(also called

Enameled Copper Wires) filling level in the silicon sheet gap. It is easy to understand fully filled

Enameled Copper Wires will generate much higher torque output on the DC motor.But in order

to save cost, some supplier leave does not fill the Enameled Copper Wires fully in the silicon

sheet gap. Here are the photos for more details:
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Here is the photo I found on internet, you can find there are big gaps in the stator core.

The following photo is on our motor stator.The Enameled Copper Wire Coils are full filled in the

stator core. The cost is much higher than lower wire coils filling. More importantly, higher

power output is generated from full copper wire magnetic.
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B. Electronic Controlling Chip

The key electronic part such as electric capacity are supplied by APEX and Murata Electronics,

The electric control chip is designed by our own engineer. Robustness and practicability are

considered in the very first stage. The control chip have passed EDS(Energy Dispersive

Spectrometer), high power voltage and EMI(Electromagnetic Interference) test.

C. Lithium Battery Pack

24 volt lithium battery offer more than 60 minutes engine running after one charge, the well

designed control chip keep good performance on the high efficiency motor power output. The

motor surface temperature is lower than 50 Celsius degree after 60 minutes running. The

software loaded on the control chip did a good job. Meanwhile, anti-shock are also considered

on battery pack and electronic component in the battery pack.
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D. Ball Bearing Made in Taiwan and Japan

High quality ball bearings are supplied by reliable manufacturer from Taiwan and Japan. The

single row deep groove ball bearing are simple in design,non-separable,suitable for high and

ever very high speeds and are robust in operation,requiring little maintenance. It enables our

skateboard running smoothly and peacefully.

E. Durable Heavy Duty 70mm PU Wheels

There are 4 colors available on our PU wheels: Orange, Red, White & Black. OEM color

tailored based on 500pcs skateboards. Here are the features on our PU wheels:

1)Outstanding abrasion resistance

2)High tensile and tear strength

3)Resistance to oils, fuels, and oxygen

4)Fabulous weatherability and high impact resistance

5)Low compression set
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F. Water & Dust Proof

The electric skateboard running circumstances are always very complicated. Raining days,

sea beach and other moisture and dusty places. We have set battery cable connecting and

charger hole water & dust proofed on IP65.
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G. FAQ on RC Electric Skateboard Marketing:

1. About Sample: Can I get a sample on the RC Electric
Skateboard?

Yes, you can. But the sample cost will be higher than mass order in
full container loading.
We have received a lot of message everyday about 1 unit buying.
As business sample is OK. But if you only buy it for your private
use, we suggest you to contact with our distributor in your local.
Since many new buyer does not know how to clear customs in the
destination port, and has no idea on the extra import tax and other
local cost.

2. About Price: Could I get your price list?

Yes, please just e-mail us to sales@seaee.com . Or chose on-line chatting on our company site
www.seaee.com.

3. About Shipment: What kind of shipment will you use?

We can deliver our RC Electric Skateboard globally by express. The cost is between
USD80-150 per unit, depends on the region.

4. About Sole-Distributor: What about the terms to become your sole distributor in our
city, area or state, country?

To be our sole distributor on the RC Electric Skateboard, Firstly, you must be capable to offer
skateboard repairing and maintenance service; Secondly, you have existed marketing channel
in your place. We have different marketing request on different courtiers and regions. More
details, please e-mails us to sales@seaee.com .

5. About OEM: could we place order by OEM style to produce our own brand products in
your factory?

Yes, we are offering OEM service since 2004. And OEM order is just for mass order in full
container loading.
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6. About Payment Terms: How we arrange payment?

Two kinds of payment:
T/T: Telegraphic Transfer (wire transfer), 30% down
payment, balance upon fax of the bill of lading. or
L/C: Letter of Credit.
Bank information is available upon asking.

7. About Lead Time: How soon we can get the shipment?

We will arrange production after confirmation of the order and payment. All vehicles are new
produced, we will take 7-15 days to in production, book shipping will take less than 7 days.
Shipping time depend on the destination place.

8. About Shipping Insurance: how to arrange shipping insurance?

We can arrange shipping insurance for you upon
requested.

9. About Dropship: do you dropship?

We do not offer dropship. Since dropship order
quantity is usually small. You can find your local
distributor on the RC Electric Skateboards.

10. Pictures are for guidance & may not resemble exactly a specific model.

To keep our products good and popular, products specifications and appearances are subject
to change without prior notice.

11. The registered designs or patented or copyrighted products showed in the website
only sell to the proprietors or their authorized agents.

12. About Warranty: We offer 12 months warranty time on our skateboards.

13. About placing order: How to place an order.

Please just e-mail us to sales@seaee.com , and specify the model number, order quantity,
destination port (we need it to calculate the shipping cost), selling countries (different countries
have different requests), consignee’s contact information including detail address and phone
fax number and email address, notify party, etc.
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H. Why Trust US?

Trust in our experience.
Since 2004, we strive to offer the best products for customers’ order at an honest price. We are

constantly investigating new technologies and recommend them when they make sense.

We love what we do, and we bring enthusiasm and commitment to every order we work on. Put

simply, if you want a partner who cares about your business choose SEAEETM.

Trust in our solutions.
To complement buyers variety requests, we provide a variety of service and support offerings

order consultants, order executing and order delivery, that is based excellent work by our team.

Whatever your order is big or small, we always follow our QC working procedures strictly on

IQC(Incoming Quality Control), Order Production Monitoring and Final QC on every orders from

buyers.
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Top 10 Suppliers on Alibaba.com

Customer Smile 
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